Abstract-Proposed compression system architecture based on Lempel-Ziv algorithm with sliding window history buffer, this architecture may be realized on FPGA, and can provide input data streams from multiple sources and context switching. Base requirements to impression system and compression system architecture were proposed. Compression system architecture should provide quick reconstruction possibility for building another system with other technical characteristics and architecture features (like reconfigurable system architecture features) on given architecture base. Digital signal processing may comprise lined or non-lined procedures. Non-lined signal processing is strictly associated with no lined structure sympathy then can apply in this period, regularity, and patiotemporal fields.
INTRODUCTION
Information technology penetration into various areas of life and industry provokes avalanche-like increasing information sites, which should be processed, saved and transported [1, 4] . In addition to this increasing user's number of metropolitan, and wide area networks causes necessity of economical and more effective usage of data transmission for providing quality service, to all users [2, 6, 7] . While data processing algorithms, which perform some functions, are application specific, data transmission and saving algorithms must be universal for providing the ability to use them in various areas [5, 12, 14] .
Compression systems used for more effective using of saving and transmission system resources [3] . Lossless compression systems, which provide restoring compressed information without distortion, should be distinguished. Arithmetic encoding algorithms various modifications of Huffman encoding algorithms and Lempel-Ziv compression algorithms are examples of Universal Lossless compression algorithms [8, 11] . Basic demands to compression systems, compressor and decompressor architecture, based on LempelZiv algorithms with sliding window history buffer, are considered in this work [12, 14] .
II. BASIC DEMANDS TO COMPRESSION SYSTEMS
The main task of compression systems is to decrease information volume, which should be transferred or saved, typical demands are used for most of them, although, various application areas can require they won specific demands. We can distinguish such basic demands to compression systems:  Providing high compression ratio for various data types. This parameter is algorithm dependent.
 Minimization of information volume was increasing (efficiency loss) when an unsuccessful condition for giving algorithm is met. Some compression algorithms can increase information volume during processing input data without or with low redundancy. Efficiency loss minimizations possibility is dependent from given algorithm and compression system architecture. For example, we can use input data stream analyzer, which can switch to another compression algorithm or turn off compression (bypass input stream to output without compression), when efficiency loss take place on given data stream.
 Providing high speed of information compression. Implementation of this demand depends on the compression algorithm and selected realization methods. For example, some algorithms perform preceding analysis before the start of compression process (two-pass algorithms). Data compression speed depends of selected realization methods (such as ASIC, FPGA, DSP, universal normal CPU, etc.), clock rate and other device specific parameters too.
 Providing possibility to process several independent input stream (multi-channel devices) with high-speed switching between them (context switching). This demand is very useful for network systems, where multiple input transmission channels multiplexed into one or several output channels.
 Providing a suitable interface for connecting compression systems with other systems.
 Universality providing. Compression system architecture should designed for using in different application areas without changing it for each new application.
III. COMPRESSOR ARCHITECTURE
Compression processor architecture, based on random access memory proposed in this chapter. Architecture, based on register memory, when history buffer realized as big shift register with comparison in all cells at a time is more effective but needs to design new chip with complex signalization scheme from each cell. This architecture cannot be realized on FPGA due significant hardware requirements. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
IV. FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAY (FPGA)
FPGAs are programmable semiconductor campaigns that are established about an environment of Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) linked over programmable intersects. As per contrasting to Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), wherever the method is habit constructed aimed at the precise strategy, FPGAs can be automated to the favorite solicitation or functionality necessities. While One-Time Programmable (OTP) FPGAs are vacant, the governing kind are SRAM-based which can be reprogrammed as the project progresses.
FPGAs permit designers to modification their projects exact late in the project phase-unfluctuating subsequently the completion product has been mass-produced and installed in the field. Totaling, Xilinx FPGAs tolerate for field improvements to remain finalized tenuously, rejecting the charges allied with re-designing or manually apprising automatic methods.
An ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit) is a chip intended for a superior solicitation, such equally a specific type of diffusion procedure or a hand-held processer. You might compare it with universal combined circuits, such as the microchip and the random access memory chips in your PC. ASICs are used in a wide-range of submissions, as well as auto emanation controller, conservational monitoring, and personal digital assistants (PDAs). An ASIC may be precontrived for a distinct solicitation or it can be norm contrived (classically by modules from a "building block" archive of modules) for a specific client presentation.
Digital signal processing (DSP)
Digital signal processing (DSP) is the calculated employment of an evidence signal to transform or progress it in certain tactic. It is categorized by the depiction of detached period, separate occurrence, or other distinct dominion indications by a series of records or ciphers and the handling of these indications.
The aim of DSP is typically to ration, sieve and/or poultice incessant actual similarity signs. Commonly, the first stage is translation of the indication from an analog to a digital form, by selection and then digitizing it by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), which cracks the analog signal into a torrent of separate numerical standards. Frequently, still, the requisite production sign is likewise analog, which necessitates a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). Smooth if this procedure is extra composite than analog handling and has a detached rate choice, the solicitation of computational control to sign handling consents for various benefits completed analog handling in numerous presentations, such as fault discovery and modification in communication as fine as data compression.
Digital and analog signal processing are subparts of signal processing. DSP submissions embrace audial and dialog sign handling, sonar and detector signal processing, sensor collection processing, phantom approximation, arithmetical sign processing, cardinal image processing, signal handling for infrastructures, controller of systems, amongst others. DSP procedures have elongated stayed route on regular processers, as well as on specific computers named alphanumeric signal processors, and on purpose-constructed hardware such as application-specific integrated circuit (ASICs). Presently, nearby are supplementary machineries used for digital signal processing counting extra controlling universal determination computer chip, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), alphanumeric gesture regulators , and tributary mainframes, among others. Operational unit controlled by a control unit. FIFO buffer devoted for tokes accumulation when output controller cannot produce output stream on the fly or when external devicedestination of compressed information, is slower than compressor. Output controller used for forming compressed output data stream from tokens sequence. Output data stream may be either parallel or serial, so output controller form required output stream from tokens with variable length.
The main advantage of this architecture is simplicity and commonality of used component parts, what allow to build system on already created and tested components, reduce cost and time designing process. In addition, this architecture can be realized on FPGA, can provide input data streams form multiple sources and context switching, although, it needs additional memory for all possible sources and complex control unit.
One more of the main disadvantages of this architecture is significant duration of compressing process. This caused by consecutive nature of buffer memory, what provokes necessity of scanning whole buffer, for performing comparison, for each data element from input stream. It needed to complicate control unit and using, additional memory for storing intermediate comparison results.
V. DECOMPRESSOR ARCHITETURE
Decompressor consists of the following units:
Input controller is used for passing compressed input data stream and separate it into tokens. Tokens, in this algorithm, are independent parts of compressed information, which can belong to one of the two types: literal or offset/length token pair.
Literal is modified (modification is algorithm dependent) part of information, which was not compressed. Offset/length pair is compressed part of information where offset is offset from start of history buffer where replication begins and length-length of replication part. Operational unit is used for tokens restoring from modifications, which can took place during compression process. Token buffer is used for storing tokens when output stream is much bigger than input stream, what can occur during processing compressed information with high compression ratio. Main controller is devoted for controlling all other units. Main controller takes tokens from token buffer and sends them to circular buffer, where, dependent from token type, some operations are fulfilled. Circular buffer (history buffer) is used for storing previously decompressed information and using it in next stages of decompression process. Circular buffer consists of Dual-port RAM unit and Control logic unit. Control logic is used for building circular buffer from Dual-port RAM and for tokens processing.
Proposed architecture is flexible and can be adapted for different variants of decompression algorithm. Most of changes will be applied to Input and Operational unit. This architecture can be used in multi-channel mode with context switch ing. Decompressor needs to have Token buffer and Dual-port RAM unit for each stream to achieve this,goal. Proposed compression system architecture based on Lempel-Ziv algorithm with sliding window history buffer, corresponds for more demands to compression systems and is an efficient solution for modern digital systems. One of the most important advantages of proposed architecture is the possibility to realize it in FPGA, that simplifies testing, reduces designing time and time for putting into operation.
